ABSTRACT The impacts of typhoons on coastal areas around the globe necessitate the risk assessments of typhoon events to analyze their paths, intensity, and impacts on the environment for disaster prevention and reduction as well as for the scientific assessments of typhoon impacts. To this end, the typhoon wind field needs to be obtained by inversion to attain its temporal and spatial scopes of influence and disasterinducing intensities using simulation algorithms that are based on the existing typhoon path data. The wind field calculation is a typical kind of compute-intensive processing. It is time-consuming (especially when the temporal resolution and the spatial resolution are high) to an extent, which makes it difficult for a traditional stand-alone computation to meet the application needs for typhoon risk assessments. Therefore, studies need to be conducted to accelerate the wind field calculations. Currently, the most economical and relatively feasible method is to rapidly generate a large quantity of typhoon risk data using multi-thread, graphics processing unit computing or clustering technologies (e.g., cloud computing). Hence, we have attempted to use the latest cloud computing framework, Spark, for the rapid simulation of the typhoon wind field. This paper proposed a storage model for typhoon paths and wind fields under the Spark environment, as well as a wind field parallel acceleration method based on Spark. Using this approach, we have calculated a total of 1038 historical wind fields that impacted the northwestern Pacific Ocean from 1949 to 2014. The results indicate that the Spark-based wind field computation method proposed in this paper has a greater advantage in terms of performance, which facilitates the typhoon risk assessment feasibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
A tropical cyclone refers to a non-frontal synoptic scale system characterized by organized convection and definite cyclonic surface wind circulation over tropical or sub-tropical waters [1] . China is a country where tropical cyclones make landfall more than in any other country in the world. In recent years, provinces in the coastal areas of southeast China, and even inland provinces such as Jiangxi, Hebei, Jilin and Heilongjiang, have all suffered from typhoons, which caused great economic losses. Typhoons that affect coastal areas in China are characterized by high frequency, an extensive scope of influence, strong bursts, significant group occurrences and great disaster intensities [2] . In China, tropical cyclones can be classified based on their wind speed and are divided into the following six categories: tropical depression, tropical storm, severe tropical storm, typhoon, severe typhoon and super typhoon [3] . According to this convention, a tropical cyclone is often called a typhoon.
The range of influence from a typhoon is generally subject to the outermost closed isobar, which has an average radius of 700 to 900 km. The radius of a large typhoon can reach over 1000 km, while a small typhoon only reaches approximately 200 km. The typhoon structure has significant features in terms of pressure, temperature and flow field, which creates an intensive weather phenomenon [4] . Typhoon intensity is obtained based on the maximum average surface wind speed at the center of the typhoon and the minimum sea level pressure at the center of the typhoon. The lower the pressure at the center is, the higher the wind speed near the center will be, leading to a more severe typhoon.
Many mainstream international meteorological agencies (e.g., China Meteorological Administration Tropical Cyclone Data Center; tcdata.typhoon.gov.cn) provide open tropical cyclone best track datasets [5] . Based on these open datasets, we are able to study trajectories of historical typhoons. The China Meteorological Administration provides position and intensity data for tropical cyclones in the northwestern Pacific Ocean starting in 1949. Data are presented at 6-hour intervals. A typhoon affects the land and sea around it continuously from its formation to its extinction. However, meteorological departments have a hard time conducting all-weather and uninterrupted monitoring of disaster areas and, thus, are unable to store continuous historical data. Therefore, in practice, typhoon maximum wind speed needs to be obtained by inversion to attain temporal and spatial scopes of influence and disaster-inducing intensities; this is done using simulation algorithms that are based on existing data provided by meteorological departments, or from simulations regarding typhoon paths, so that disaster assessments may meet disaster prevention and reduction needs.
Relatively high temporal resolution and spatial resolution are needed for wind field generation to improve the simulated temporal and spatial scopes of influence, the precision of disaster-inducing intensity and to describe the maximum wind speed within the scope of influence more precisely. Specifications for meteorological surface observations issued by the China Meteorological Administration stipulate that the maximum wind speed refers to the maximum 10-minute average wind speed during a period of time [6] . Extreme wind speed (i.e., gust) refers to the maximum instantaneous wind speed during a period of time. The instantaneous wind speed refers to the 3-second average wind speed. Therefore, we generated track point data at 10-minute intervals using the linear interpolation of original typhoon path points in the tropical cyclone best track dataset provided by the CMA (China Meteorological Administration) and calculated the maximum 10-minute average wind speed and the 3-second gust wind speed for each grid in the typhoon wind field; additionally, 1km * 1km grid was applied as the computational unit for improving spatial resolution. In such scenario, the 'grid' is considered to be the smallest and basic unit for spatially partitioning the typhoon's affected area, and the wind field calculation is based on the grid unit to output the wind speed value. The common grid scales include 1km * 1km, 10km * 10km, and 50km * 50km.
The wind field calculation is a typical type of computeintensive processing. It is time-consuming and leads to high calculation complexity when the temporal resolution and spatial resolution are high; so much so, that it is difficult for the traditional stand-alone computation to meet the needs of typhoon risk assessment applications. The development of a high-performance method that calculates the wind field by combining technologies, such as GIS and distributed computing, is urgent. This study employed Spark, a mainstream distributed computing framework, and proposed a high-performance method for the rapid simulation of typhoon wind fields.
II. BACKGROUND THEORIES A. TYPHOON WIND FIELD MODELS
Typhoon wind field models mainly include a mesoscale atmospheric model, a semi-empirical and semi-numerical model, and a parameterized wind field model [7] . Features and fields of application vary for different wind field models. Mesoscale atmospheric models, such as the MM5 and WRF, are often used for forecasts or case studies. This type of model has clear dynamics mechanisms but a relatively large amount of calculations. It has better wind speed simulation results for ocean surfaces than for land surfaces. In addition, its numerical simulation has a higher precision with a large amount of calculation due to the model complexity. Currently, it is not suitable for risk assessment when combining random typhoon paths and intensity simulations [8] , [9] . The parameterized wind field model can reflect the basic characteristics of a typhoon wind field. Its calculation is easy to conduct and has relatively precise results [10] , [11] . The parameterized wind field model is the most widely used model in risk assessments of typhoon disasters, engineering wind resistance designs, storm surge simulations, etc. This study used the parameterized wind field model as an example for calculation when considering large sample quantities to be simulated and the requirements for the precision of the wind field calculation model and its efficiency. Calculation steps in the parameterized wind field model are explained below.
1) ESTIMATION OF KEY PARAMETERS
The parameterized wind field model outputs a gradient wind field by utilizing key parameters, including central pressure, radius of maximum wind, shape of the radial wind profile, travelling speed and travelling direction, as input variables [7] . Because the track data adopted in this study only contained longitude, latitude, and central pressure, key parameters, including the maximum wind speed, radius of maximum wind and Holland B parameter, were estimated by some particular models.
a: MAXIMUM WIND SPEED
Many studies have focused on the general relationship between central pressure and maximum wind speed; this study took the relationship as a basis for converting central pressure to maximum wind speed. The basic wind-pressure relationship was derived based on the gradient balance equation [12] :
where V max is the maximum wind speed, P n is the outer pressure which is assumed at 1010 hPa in the northwestern Pacific Ocean, in general, and P c is the central pressure (hPa). Values for parameters A and B can be obtained through curve fitting according to a sample set that consists of the best track data from the meteorological bureau. The RMW has significant impacts on simulated wind speeds and pressure. The RMW is a parameter that describes the typhoon on a horizontal scale and refers to the distance between the center and the position where the horizontal maximum wind speed appears. The RMW cannot be observed directly, but it can be estimated by fitting parameters, such as pressure, based on historical data [13] . This study applied the Vickery statistical equation for the RMW:
where the RMW is the radius of maximum wind (km), e is the natural logarithm, p = (Pn − Pc) is the central pressure difference, and ϕ represents the latitude of the typhoon center (in radians).
c: HOLLAND B PARAMETER
Holland proposed the shape parameter B (i.e., Holland B parameter) to define the pressure field. The Holland B parameter plays an important role in the simulation of the pressure field and the estimation of maximum wind speed. This study used the equation proposed by Vickery and Wadhera [13] to approximate parameter B:
According to the above equations, the key parameters are determined by many variable factors, such as the pressure and latitude of the typhoon's moving center. Hence, the parameter values will be different for each location in the typhoon's affected area.
2) GRADIENT WIND FIELD MODEL
The gradient wind field model is used to simulate the wind speed distribution at a specific height (defined as the gradient level where surface friction can be neglected). The gradient wind field model adopted in this study is a model based on pressure distribution that calculates wind speed by solving the gradient balance equation. The pressure distribution is determined by a fixed function that calculates wind speed for each grid by using central pressure, maximum wind speed, RMW and Holland B parameters as inputs. The gradient wind field can be obtained based on the gradient wind model proposed by Holland [14] :
where f is the Coriolis parameter, r is the distance between the center and the position for simulation (m), and ρ is the assumed air density (1.15 kg/m 3 ).
3) VERTICAL WIND SPEED MODEL
A storm that induces disaster is often a storm that is close to the surface. The average gradient wind speed needs to be converted to the near-surface wind speed. Sensible heat, latent heat and the vertical transmission of momentum in the boundary layer play an import role in the development of typhoons and directly affect the vertical distribution of wind speed. After the average gradient wind speed was obtained, this study applied the Georgiou boundary layer vertical wind field model [15] to calculate vertical wind speed.
where V 10m is the 10-minute average wind speed at 10 meters above the surface, Vg is the gradient wind speed and ∅ is the conversion coefficient.
4) EXTREME GUST MODEL
Surface roughness and the height of the boundary layer were considered following the obtained vertical wind speed. The wind speed extreme could then be computed based on the Vickery extreme gust model [16] . Such wind speed extremes indicate the wind speed that we used to assess the severity of the typhoon.
where σ u (z) is the standard deviation of the wind speed, and P f (T ) is the gust factor at T seconds (T is assumed to be 3 seconds, and thus V T represents the 3-second gust wind speed at 10 meters above the surface). Historical track points can be extracted according to the open best track dataset for tropical cyclones [17] . Based on parameters, including central pressure and RMW, and by the calculation steps above, the wind speed in each grid within the scope of influence for each typhoon center (i.e., the instantaneous wind field) is obtained. Each spatial position has a chronological series of wind speeds by adding the instantaneous wind field from each moment. The footprint can be yielded by taking the maximum wind speed at each position. The wind field footprint is the most important data needed for the foundation of the risk assessment. The risk level of the typhoon disaster can be further evaluated by an overlay analysis of the footprint wind field and the distribution of hazard-affected bodies. Figure 1 shows the calculation process of wind field. First, the instantaneous wind field at each track point (a-c) is computed. Then, the maximum wind speed among all overlaid instantaneous wind fields at each grid is calculated to generate the footprint wind field. Generally, wind speeds below 6 m/s can be removed from the wind field. Hence, the wind field calculation can be seen as a process through which the typhoon track data in vector format are converted into a wind speed distribution in grid format. Meanwhile, the existing track point data at 6 hour intervals is interpolated to create a central dataset at 10 minute intervals to obtain higher precisions wind field information. The spatial resolution for the wind speed calculation is set to a 1 km × 1 km grid. Because an entire typhoon event covers a large span both in time and space (from several days to dozens of days and from hundreds of kilometers to thousands of kilometers), the wind field calculation under a 10-minute resolution and 1 km resolution is a typical compute-intensive task. In particular, a risk assessment is often needed for a large quantity of historical and simulated typhoons over a long period of time, and high-performance geo-computation technology combined with GIS plays a critical role in the wind field calculation and simulation.
B. DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES 1) CLOUD COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
In recent years, the Internet has experienced rapid development, especially in regard to social media, mobile Internet, Internet of Things, and smart cities, etc. In these fields, major corporations are exploring the development of capabilities for large-scale data storage and processing and the reduction of operation and maintenance costs for information infrastructure.
To solve the problems above, Google first proposed the concept of cloud computing in 2006. The current and widely accepted definition of cloud computing is given by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States, where cloud computing is a model that enables convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) [18] . The core of cloud computing serves various resources that enable users to obtain access to dynamic and easily extendible virtual resources directly, rather than building an infrastructure and system framework on their own [19] .
Cloud computing centers are shared services that are divided into three layers: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and software as a service (SaaS):
a: IaaS (INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE)
IaaS provides infrastructure deployment services and resources, such as real or virtual computing, storage and networking. Typical IaaS products include Amazon EC2, Alibaba Cloud Computing, and Meituan Open Services.
b: PaaS (PLATFORM AS A SERVICE)
PaaS provides operation platforms for cloud computing applications. It serves the developers of the cloud computing VOLUME 6, 2018 applications to develop, deploy and manage cloud computing applications. Typical PaaS products include Hadoop, Spark, and the Google App Engine.
c: SaaS (SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE)
SaaS provides cloud computing applications for users. Users do not need to care about the realization and maintenance of the backend framework, which can be completely hosted by the cloud computing service provider. Typical SaaS products include Google Apps and Baidu Map.
We can develop and deploy geo-applications based on PaaS because it is an effective instrument when conducting highperformance geo-computations. Hadoop and Spark are two of the most typical products in PaaS.
Hadoop was initiated by the Apache Software Foundation in 2005, when MapReduce and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) were developed. The HDFS and MapReduce are the core of the Hadoop framework. They provide storage and processing for massive data, respectively. The HDFS is a highly fault-tolerant distributed file system that can be deployed on inexpensive hardware and provide data access with high throughput. MapReduce, i.e., a parallel computing model, enables the processing of a large dataset.
The Hadoop is popular among developers for providing a reliable framework for storage and the processing of largescale data. However, with the increasing amount of data and complexity in the data processing procedure, limitations from Hadoop have emerged [19] , mainly in terms of the following aspects: (1) the relatively low level of abstraction needed for massive manual coding; (2) only functions Map and Reduce are provided, which are not able to handle complex computing; (3) intermediate results have to be stored in the HDFS, which increases the I/O costs; (4) each job only consists of two stages, Map and Reduce, which cause an inconvenience when large job quantities need to be computed.
Spark is a general Hadoop-MapReduce-type open parallel framework developed by the UC Berkeley AMP lab. It can be seen as a favorable supplement to Hadoop. Spark is a distributed memory computing framework, with its core design focusing on resilient distributed datasets (RDDs) [20] .
RDDs are characterized by a high fault-tolerance and parallelism, which provide various kinds of operating modes and enrich computing techniques while reducing the amount of code. The RDD is based on memory. It uses part of the hard disk for reading and writing when memory begins to decrease. The intermediate results do not need to be stored in the HDFS, which significantly reduces I/O costs. Each job can have multiple RDD operations. Only one job is used for complex computing. These advantages lead to improvements in the performance of Spark compared with Hadoop.
2) DISTRIBUTED SPATIAL DATA PROCESSING
With the development of geographic information acquisition technologies, such as earth observation, and the prevalence of mobile Internet, social media and sensor networks, highperformance big geospatial data processing is an issue that currently needs an urgent solution in disciplines such as geosciences [21] , [22] . Currently, relevant studies mainly focused on the rapid collaborative computing and parallel processing of spatial data in massive geographic datasets through cloud computing and technologies and frameworks for the distributed processing of big data [23] - [25] . Specifically, these studies aimed to present characteristics of the distributed processing of geographic data, including service on demand, resource scheduling, resilient extensions, high bandwidth visits, and testability services [26] .
In recent years, because the parallel mechanisms in largescale spatial data processing (e.g., MapReduce) provided by mature cloud computing frameworks (e.g., Hadoop) are easy to realize and deploy, studies of this kind have drawn a wide attention. Representative works include SpatialHadoop [27] , Hadoop GIS [28] and MD-HBase [29] . In addition, a growing demand for the real-time computing of geographic big data has led to the emergence of many GIS processing systems that are based on distributed memory computing frameworks, such as Spark and Storm [30] . For example, SpatialSpark [31] uses a partitioned index method based on the Spark broadcast mechanism to provide a connection scheme based on the broadcast space. GeoSpark [32] applies the spatial resilient distributed dataset (SRDD) and a spatial query layer to extend Spark. GeoSpark SQL [33] extends spatial functionalities based on the Spark SQL, thus offering a high-performance computing framework for spatial SQL queries. Spark-GIS [34] is the Spark version of the Hadoop GIS. It realizes spatial connections based on the Hadoop GIS RESQUE. Other similar studies include Magellan [35] , GeoTrellis [36] and LocationSpark [37] . These studies rely on the Spark framework to improve the efficiency of spatial data management, queries and processing. However, few geocomputation applications based on Spark are seen, especially in the field of typhoon wind field models, which requires high-performance computing.
III. METHODOLOGY A. STORAGE METHODS

1) ORIGINAL DATA SOURCE
Data used for wind field calculations in this study, i.e., typhoon track point data, come from the best track dataset from the China Meteorological Administration Tropical Cyclone Data Center. The current dataset (in.txt format) presents positions and intensities of tropical cyclones at 6 hour intervals in the northwestern Pacific Ocean north of the equator and west of 180 degrees east latitude (with the South China Sea included). Data for each year are stored in a separate text document. Each document contains a header record and the best track data. Appendix 1 shows the example data for the original typhoon track text, which includes both the file header and track contents. Appendix 2 illustrates the file header items and Appendix 3 demonstrates the details of the track contents.
2) EXTERNAL STORAGE DESIGN
Header records and track data are mixed in the CMA best track dataset document, which is not convenient for batch processing, and several parameters are not necessary for the wind field model in this study. Therefore, we only used the JSON file to store the typhoon track data and not the text document itself.
JSON is a lightweight data exchange format that is language-independent. It is easy to read and write. Meanwhile, it is convenient to use in Spark because it provides an API that can read and write JSON files. Storing typhoon track point data into JSON format makes it more feasible to read programming computations.
To calculate the typhoon wind field according to the parameterized wind field model (Equation 1-8) , we extracted parameters that were necessary for computing from the CMA best track dataset text document, including longitude and latitude of the track point, minimum central pressure and time of the track point. The typhoon ID is also included, as it is the only indicator of the path data. All of the information is integrated and stored in the JSON file. Each set of track point data corresponds to a JSON element, including the typhoon ID, longitude and latitude of the center, minimum central pressure and the time of track point, as shown in Appendix 4.
When the JSON data are being read into memory, each track point, i.e., each row of the JSON data, is taken as a Spark RDD object. It should be noted that the track data at 6-hour intervals should be interpolated linearly to generate a track point series at an interval of 10 minutes.
3) IN-MEMORY STORAGE DESIGN
The data structure for the Spark memory is based on the RDD. The RDD aims to conduct effective data sharing during the MapReduce process. As an abstract data structure, the RDD is essentially a readable only partitioned record set [38] .
Various operations are available after the RDD establishment, including transformation and action. The RDD has a lazy evaluation, meaning users can define multiple transform operations, but the RDD has to be computed when users call the action operation [39] . Transform operations include map, flatMap, filter, distinct, union, intersection, subtract, and cartesian functions. Action operations include collect, count, count by value, reduce, fold, and aggregate. In addition, users can control two other aspects of the RDD, the cache and the partition. On the one hand, users can request the RDD cache to store intermediate results during computation that can be used in upcoming computations. The cache RDD, in general, is stored in memory. It is written onto the disk only when the memory is running out. On the other hand, the RDD allows users to assign partitions based on keywords, and partitions are stored in multiple machines.
First, the typhoon track data are stored as an RDD dataset that is composed of a series of JSON objects after the data are imported into the memory. Next, for parallel computing, the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) that represents the calculated scope of influence based on all track points is partitioned into smaller rectangles (N × M). Each rectangle is processed to compute parallel sub-level wind fields. Finally, the results of the wind field calculation are stored as row-type RDDs, and each sub-level wind field is stored in the following format.
stored as row-type RDDs. Apart from the fact that row-type RDDs can be converted into general geotiff-type visual wind field images through the Reduce function of the RDD, it can also be converted into a Dataframe by the API provided by Spark. Dataframe is a newly added data type in Spark 1.3.0, which substituted SchemRDD in older versions. Dataframe is similar to a relation table in a traditional database. It is also a distributed dataset. Compared with the RDD, Dataframe carries structure information containing the name of each row and its type. Meanwhile, Dataframe data could be stored as a Parquet file by the API in Spark. The results of the wind field computations are stored in the form of distributed row storage, which could be used in subsequent parallel computations.
Parquet is a distributed column-based storage structure with structural information. It is widely used in the Hadoop system. Intuitively, the I/O efficiency improves by only reading partial data according to requested column names. Because the Parquet file is effective and compatible, we converted the results of the wind field calculation into the Dataframe and stored them as a Parquet file.
B. SPARK-BASED PARALLEL ACCELERATING APPROACHES
As a new generation MapReduce framework, the performance of Spark is significantly higher than that of MapReduce in Hadoop. The running speed of Spark can be one hundred times faster than that of Hadoop regarding memory. The former can still be ten times faster than the latter regarding external storage. Therefore, Spark can be applied to the complex geocomputations, such as the typhoon wind field simulations. This study proposed a Spark-based parallel acceleration method for the typhoon wind field simulation, VOLUME 6, 2018 as shown in Figure 2 , which includes the calculation of the typhoon's affected region, the partitioning of sub-level wind fields and the execution of parallel computational tasks.
1) CALCULATING THE TYPHOON'S AFFECTED REGION
The first step in the wind field simulation is to read the typhoon best track dataset into the external storage and calculate the MBR that represents the scope of typhoon influence. Specifically, the radius of influence R i for each track point P i is calculated. The MBR i for the affected area is obtained with P i as the center and R i as the radius (e.g., the MBR 3 corresponding to P 3 in Figure 3) . Eventually, the scope of the typhoon influence MBR T is obtained by combining all track point MBRs.
The calculation of R i is extracted from the kernel of the MBR i . The basic scheme is to sample target points at 1 km intervals north of the center to calculate wind speeds at a point. Sampling stops when the wind speed at the target point is lower than 6 m/s, with X being the distance between the target point and the center. The process is illustrated with the following pseudo codes:
Algorithm 1
CaculateRiFunction(P i ): / * Notes: P i is the typhoon centre point, P o represents the destination point to be assigned to the wind speed value, and the windfieldModel function's processing steps are based on Equation 1-8.
2) PARTITIONING SUB-LEVEL WIND FIELDS
After the MBR T is obtained, it is partitioned into rectangles by the number of sub-regions (N × M). Whether the subregion is affected or not is determined by the use of the influence radius (R i ) of the track point. If so, the corresponding sub-region is used in the set of affected sub-regions. If not, the sub-region would be no longer be involved in computing. The affected sub-regions serve as the foundation for parallel computing. We are able to assign the sub-level wind field of each sub-region to different Spark tasks. As shown in Figure 4 , the track points of Typhoon 201409 (Typhoon Rammasun) and the generated footprint wind field is visualized. This typhoon affects a large geographic area; thus, the cost of the wind field simulation is high. Therefore, an obvious optimization strategy is to partition the global MBR T into several rectangles for sub-level wind field parallel computing by Spark. It should be noted that the number of sub-regions is not equal to N × M. Only those rectangles affected by a track point are regarded as sub-regions. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , only the shaded rectangles are the real subregions, and each of them represents a computational demand of the sub-level wind field.
Hence, in this phase, the RDD set of the sub-level wind fields (PairRDD<region_key, windfield_value>) is created, where the key is the ID of the sub-level wind field, and the value represents the wind field numerical matrix (the spatial resolution is assumed to be 1 km). The establishment of the PairRDD<region_key, windfield_value> is seen as the generation of parallel computing schemes for the typhoon wind field through parallel dispatch by Spark.
When the scope of the typhoon influence is being partitioned into sub-level wind fields, the parameter N × M is an empirical parameter that is highly affected by the Spark cluster hardware configuration. In general, the stronger the cluster performance is, the finer the partitions are and vice versa. In practice, the value of N × M is determined by experiments. Figure 6 illustrates the results from one experiment. Under the cluster hardware environment (CPU: Inter(R) Xeon(R) E7-4807 at 1.87 GHz ( * 48 cores); memory: 64G; hard disk: 1T) and using Typhoon 0008 (Cimaron) in 2013 as an example, after multiple experiments, when the MBR is partitioned into 50 × 50 rectangles, the computing efficiency reaches its highest in the distributed computing process when the computing amount born by each executor is balanced. As seen from the curve in the figure, more concurrency is not more beneficial. Excessive concurrency increases management costs; thus, a moderate concurrency would generally be a better choice.
3) EXECUTING PARALLEL COMPUTATION TASKS
After the PairRDD is created, the actual parallel scheme is determined. As an excellent distribution computing framework, Spark automatically allocates the executor for each sub-region for the sub-level wind field calculation. The computing process for the sub-level wind field is as follows: 1) the sub-region is partitioned into grids with a spatial resolution of 1 km; 2) the wind speed is calculated according to Equation 1-8, where the longitude and latitude coordinates from the track point are taken as inputs. Because a grid might be affected by multiple track points, the output would be a series of wind speed values, so the maximum is taken; 3) the wind field matrix is obtained after determining all grids and computing.
We converted and obtained the sub-level wind fields to row-type RDD. On the one hand, the RDD could be converted to the general geotiff-type wind field file with the reduce function, which facilitates the distribution of the wind field computing results and the processing use for other universal remote sensing software. On the other hand, the row-type RDD can be converted into a Dataframe through the API provided by Spark. Then, after transforming the Dataframe into VOLUME 6, 2018 a Parquet file, the wind field computation results are stored in the form of distributed row storage. In this way, subsequent parallel extraction and the processing of information through Spark would be achieved.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION A. SIMULATION RESULTS & COMPUTATION PERFORMANCE
We utilized a high-performance program based on Spark using the acceleration method above and completed wind field simulations for 1038 historical typhoons that affected the northwest Pacific Ocean from 1949 to 2014. Figure 7 shows some of the thematic maps illustrating the wind field computation results (we removed the ocean surface when plotting the wind speed because we only paid attention to the land surface wind speed for a disaster risk assessment).
Under the cluster (CPU: Inter(R) Xeon(R) E7-4807 at 1.87 GHz ( * 48 cores); memory: 64G; hard disk: 1T; Spark version 2.0.1), it took approximately 93 hours (in 4 days) to complete wind field computations using Spark, while it took 80 days using the single mode method. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the computing efficiency between cluster and single modes for several typhoon cases (with typhoon IDs of 195828, 196907, 197911, 198905, 199713, 200606 and 201308) . It is observed that the efficiency of the wind field computation is greatly improved after the initiation of parallel computations in Spark, with speed-up ratios increasing from 15.3 to 20.7.
In addition, a distributed cluster hosted on Cloud was utilized to deploy the Spark-based wind field computation program. The cluster consists of 12 compute nodes which are connected by an internal high-speed gigabit network. Under the 12-node cluster (node CPU: Inter(R) Xeon(R) E5-2697A v4 at 2.6 GHz ( * 16 cores); node memory: 30G; node hard disk: SSD 600G; Spark version 2.0.1), it took approximately 18 hours (in 1 day) to complete wind field computations for all historical typhoons, which illustrates the performance is much better than the none-distributed cluster's. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the computing efficiency is improved with the increase of the number of nodes.
After calculating the historical wind fields, the spatial distribution of typhoon disaster intensity (e.g., maximum or average wind speed distribution maps as shown in Figure 10) can be figured out. Thus, the risk level could be estimated reasonably, serving typhoon disaster prevention and reduction. However, with regard to the typhoon risk assessment, the wind field simulation of historical typhoons is a rather small part of the computations. A mainstream approach is to simulate the typhoon track distribution for the next one thousand years to ten thousand years, and it can be used to calculate the wind field for each typhoon and estimate the risk level of the typhoon and the future disaster-inducing probabilities at the surface. In this case, the computation amount will increase by tenfold or even a hundredfold, making our Sparkbased high-performance typhoon wind field simulation exert advantages in the typhoon risk assessment.
B. WIND FIELD VALIDATION
It is very important for typhoon risk assessment to accurately simulate the near surface wind speed through wind field models. To assess the overall accuracy of the wind field models adopted by this study, the modeled and observed 10-minute average wind speeds and 3-second gust wind speeds were compared.
We collected the observed wind speed data of 25 weather stations in Hainan Island, which is the most typhoon affected area in China. Using the aforementioned wind field models, we simulated the wind speeds of the weather stations during the 36 typhoons in the period 1970-2014, and compared them with the observed meteorological data. As shown in Figure 11 , the modeled and observed 10-minute average wind time series for three typhoons (i.e., Wukong, Krovanh, and Damrcy) in Wenchang station are plotted. The results illustrate that the simulated wind speeds are highly consistent with the observed wind speeds in terms of values and trends. In addition, the modeled and observed maximum 3-second gust wind speeds of the three typhoons for 25 stations in Hainan Island are plotted in Figure 12 . The results demonstrate that the correlation between the modeled gust wind speed and the observed value is good as well. Hence, the simulated wind field results are reliable.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The impacts of typhoons on coastal areas around the globe necessitate risk assessments of typhoon events to calculate the wind field intensity and distribution and impacts on environment for disaster prevention and reduction, as well as scientific assessments of typhoon impacts. The wind field calculation is a typical kind of compute-intensive processing. It is time-consuming (especially when the temporal resolution and spatial resolution are high) to an extent that makes it difficult for the traditional stand-alone computation to meet application needs for typhoon risk assessments. Hence, this study attempted to use the latest cloud computing framework, Spark, to attain the rapid simulation of the typhoon wind field. This study proposed a storage model for typhoon paths and wind fields through Spark, and the wind field parallel acceleration method was based on Spark. Using this method, we calculated a total of 1038 historical wind fields that impacted the northwestern Pacific Ocean from 1949 to 2014. The results indicate that the wind field computation method proposed in this study based on Spark has a greater advantage in terms of performance that can be used for typhoon risk assessments.
This study mainly investigated storage and parallel computations for the typhoon wind field; in other words, only the example wind field model demonstrated in Equation 1-8 was realized. Though the methodology of the typhoon wind field model itself is not the focus of this study, we expect to extend Spark in various typhoon wind field models and to develop and release a universal high-performance instrument for the typhoon wind field that supports all kinds of mainstream typhoon wind field models to better serve researchers in disaster management. He has published over 50 academic papers in international journals or conferences. His main research interests include big geodata, high-performance geocomputation, distributed geographic information processing, spatial data mining, and spatial database.
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